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Turning the Light On Brighter! 
  

Aligning stronger to the light of your essence, you, your soul, and 
bringing to the light the energies that become hidden through 
time from repression, suppression and acts of oppression can 
create unknowing “force-fields of withholding” surrounding us.  

Answer the following questions with giving yourself full 
permission to NOT try for spiritual correctness filling out your 
answers. Let go and let it flow… 

Identify a significant relationship figures in your life and/or 
experiences from the following timeframes that has left 
unresolved strong energy or imprints of energy. 

REPRESSION: reject expression of reality, disagreeable ideas, painful memories or feelings  
SUPPRESSION: reducing real expression, withhold, subdue, press down 
OPPRESSION: being heavily burdened (emotionally, mentally or physically), unjust 
impositions, unfair restraint by adverse conditions or authority, anxiety 

(Examples: Parental, partner, spouse, family member(s), friend, co-worker, boss, clergy, person of 
authority that caused you to suppress your feelings, repress memories or oppression in your will.) 


IDENTIFICATION IS ONLY FOR BRINGING TO LIGHT TO YOUR OWN HEALING RELEASE.


Childhood 

Whom:


In what ways?


Give a phrase or couple words to the describe energy stored from it? 
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Early Adulthood

Whom:


In what ways?


Give a phrase or couple words to the describe energy stored from it?


Later Adulthood

Whom:


In what ways?


Give a phrase or couple words to the describe energy stored from it 
that has turned into patterns or life themes you need to shift?


Name the strongest life area of imbalance you feel there is some form 
of withholding? 
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FINDING YOUR  
ENERGY FIELD TO HONOR!  

  
Letting go is such an important aspect to bring in new 
creations. Joyfully open up with the exhale and inhale of life. 

Letting Go!  
With whom do you still have an active grudge with for something 
unfair? (It’s okay to be honest with yourself for the letting go process.) 

Who do you need to forgive?


For what? 


Name the current energy that surrounds the situation of needing 
forgiveness.


What is the most unfair part of the experience that needs 
forgiveness? (Give yourself permission to name it and claim it for your own healing.) 
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Where have you been overcompensating in your life for someone else’s 
weakness? (It’s okay to be honest with yourself for the letting go process.) 

How has that depleted you?


What’s the OPPOSITE energy you need to start honoring for you to 
restore natural healing balance? 


Name it and Claim it! 
Shift the withholding energy to your HOLD WITH ME magnetizing 
energy word or phrase. Place your hand over your heart and say…  
I hold with me… fill in the blank below: 

________________________________________________________________

My Energizing Word/Phrase for Miraculous Full Moon Ritual

ACTION STEP:
Write your “Energizing Word” down for your soul nurturing awareness and use the words 
for the upcoming Manifesting New Moon Ritual on your candle. Anchor, your word or 
phrase as a reminder deeply into your self awareness and moving forward actions.

Continue with completing your Miraculous Full Moon Ritual!
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Rituals have a powerful way of trapping energy into compressed 
intention for an active prayer to be channeled, for release and 
surrender.  The full moon ritual is an energizing spiritual practice to 
untangle unwanted disempowering energies so they don’t settle upon 
your soul’s life experiences. 


 Continue with your full moon ritual in these steps and 
include these sheets filled out for the release. 

The 5 Simple Steps of the Full Moon
It’s Simple, Yet Magically Transformative:

1 Create a sacred space with meditational music.            
2 “Write it right” on a piece of paper all you would to             

relinquish. This is all the darker aspects of your life. The 
more specific the better. The areas where you need 
Divine help to heal whether it be something on the inside 
of you or a life situation.

3 Set in the fireplace and let the paper burn.            
4 Announce the words out loud with full intention, I             

Relinquish! BeGone!
5 Stay open to the miraculous and watch your prayers begin             

to manifest.

 Let the Miraculous Power of the Full Moon 
Ritual bring love and healing into your life.

MIRACULOUS-MOON RITUAL
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